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Active microfluidic transport in two-dimensional
handlebodies†
Jérôme Hardoüin1,2, Justine Laurent3,4, Teresa Lopez-Leon3,4, J. Ignés-Mullol1,2 and
Francesc Sagués1,2
Unlike traditional nematic liquid crystals, which adopt ordered equilibrium configurations compat-
ible with the topological constraints imposed by the boundaries, active nematics are intrinsically
disordered because of their self- sustained internal flows. Controlling the flow patterns of active
nematics remains a limiting step towards their use as functional materials. Here we show that
confining a tubulin-kinesin active nematic to a network of connected annular microfluidic channels
enables controlled directional flows and autonomous transport. In single annular channels, for
narrow widths, the typically chaotic streams transform into well-defined circulating flows, whose
direction or handedness can be controlled by introducing asymmetric corrugations on the channel
walls. The dynamics is altered when two or three annular channels are interconnected. These
more complex topologies lead to scenarios of synchronization, anti-correlation, and frustration of
the active flows, and to the stabilisation of high topological singularities in both the flow field and
the orientational field of the material. Controlling textures and flows in these microfluidic platforms
opens unexplored perspectives towards their application in biotechnology and material science.
1 Introduction
Flowing active matter provides a fascinating arena to investigate
a variety of phenomena in non-equilibrium Physics1,2. Potential
applications include drug delivery, energy harvesting, metamate-
rial design, microreactor engineering, or memory storage3–6. The
challenge is to make active materials functional by programming
them to perform pre-defined tasks, for instance through the en-
gineering of devices able to induce well-defined flow networks in
the material. In this line, recent works have established concep-
tual foundations for developing autonomous microfluidic trans-
port devices driven by flowing active matter7.
In-vitro preparations, in particular those based on the cooper-
ative action of microtubules and protein-based motors8, hold big
promises in this exciting venture. Under non-equilibrium con-
ditions, secured by adenosine-triphosphate (ATP) feeding, these
components self-organize into aqueous-based active gels9. Their
two-dimensional realizations, which have received special atten-
tion in the last years, bear strong resemblance with internally
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sheared colloidal liquid crystals10. They are referred to as ac-
tive nematics and appear as dense, defect-laden, arrangements
of bundled microtubules permanently subjected to mixing flows,
that are apparently deprived of any large-scale coherence11–16.
While considerable theoretical effort has been dedicated to de-
scribe these active nematics17–25, strategies pursuing the control
of their chaotic flows have just started to be developed14,26.
Recent studies have shown the adaptability of biological flu-
ids to confinement, from bacterial baths27–31, to cell tissues32–35
or cytoplasmatic preparations36. In particular, microtubule-based
systems have demonstrated to respond to frictional/viscous gra-
dients14,26 or to geometric and topological constrains by orga-
nizing their chaotic motion into regular spatio-temporal flow pat-
terns37–44. Theoretical and numerical studies have also assessed
the impact of confinement in active motility45–58, predicting a
rich variety of behavior emerging from the interplay between ge-
ometry of the confining space, intrinsic order of the active mate-
rial and collective flows.
In this work, we explore this interplay by confining a
microtubule-based active nematic into microdevices where the
active flows are organized by the geometry and topology of con-
nected annular channels (handlebodies). We demonstrate that
this type of confinement generates surprisingly coherent flow
patterns. Below a critical confinement width, a regime of au-
tonomous directed transport with random handedness emerges
in isolated annuli. This flow symmetry-breaking is accompanied
by a polarization of the nematic order in the direction of the
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flow. Adding asymmetric corrugations to the boundaries enables
to control the transport handedness in the annulus. In the case
of two interconnected annuli, we show the possibility to gener-
ate stagnation points in the active flow pattern, thereby localiz-
ing points of high topological charge in space. Finally, we un-
cover regimes of dynamic flow synchronization, anti-correlation
and frustration when considering higher order topologies of con-
nected annuli. These results witness the rich interplay between
confinement, order and activity in active nematics, thereby ex-
tending the emerging field of topological microfluidics so far re-
stricted to passive liquid crystals59. Our results also demonstrate
the potential of these synthetic active materials, which can ex-
tend over large interfaces and fill complex microfluidic circuits,
to program pre-designed flow patterns that could be exploited for
applications in biotechnology or material science, such as cargo
transport, metamaterial design, soft robotics, or life-on-a-chip sys-
tems.
2 Results and discussions
2.1 Tubulin-kinesin active nematic confined to annular
channels
The active system used in this study is composed of microtubules
powered by two headed kinesin molecular motor clusters11. Ad-
dition of the depleting agent polyethylene glycol (PEG) concen-
trates the microtubules into bundles, hundreds of microns long.
Within each bundle, the kinesin motors bridge neighboring micro-
tubules and walk towards their positive ends, leading to internal
sliding of filaments of opposite polarity. The active nematic layer
is prepared using an open-cell design 44,60, in which a micro-
droplet of the active aqueous microtubule-mixture is placed inside
a custom-made pool of 5mm diameter and subsequently covered
with 100 cSt silicon oil (see Supplementary Information). Within
30 minutes, an active nematic layer a few microns thick61 extends
over the whole surface of the pool, at the interface between the
oil and the aqueous phase.
Our micro-devices are placed right at the interface where the
active nematic is formed. They are flat, rigid polymeric slabs
100 µm thick, obtained through micro-printing, in which the
micro-channels are embedded. These micro-channels are holes in
the polymeric matrix where the active nematic can condensate,
inducing lateral confinement in the two-dimensional nematic sys-
tem 44 (see Experimental Section). In contrast with traditional
microfluidic devices obtained by micro-fabrication, such as soft-
lithography, our devices do not contain inlets or outlets for the
fluids, since the flows are self-sustained by the activity of the ma-
terial. Because they are produced by micro-printing, the number,
shape and topology of the embedded channels can be tuned at
will. The geometries/topologies tested in this work belong to the
class of 2D handle-bodies. They are composed of connected ele-
mentary annuli. We will refer to them by using their genus num-
ber, g, which indicates the number of holes in the device: g = 1
indicates a single annulus, g = 2, two connected annuli, and so
on, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In this work, we have studied the dy-
namics of active nematics confined to handle-bodies up to g = 3.
2.2 Transport and polarization in isolated annuli
Under lateral confinement, active nematic flows reorganize into
regular patterns44, where the spatial distribution, size, and ve-
locity of topological defects dramatically depend on the confining
parameters. While, for straight channels, the control parameter
is the channel width, annular confinement adds another control
parameter: the mean curvature of the channel. In order to decou-
ple the effects of these two parameters, the inner radius is kept
constant at Ri = 150 µm and the outer radius is varied so that the
annulus width spans a range of 40 < w < 300 µm.
For narrow annuli, typically below 80 µm, and for the mate-
rial parameters used here, we observe the emergence of a con-
tinuous directed flow, which is not possible in straight channels
because of boundary effects at the ends. Its handedness is ran-
dom, but persistent over the whole duration of the experiment,
until activity dies out. In our experiments, the velocity field is
obtained by applying Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) algorithms
to the confocal fluorescence images, using the evolving features
of the active nematic as flow tracers (Fig. S1(a)). The velocity
field is resolved in space and time and projected onto the radial
and azimuthal directions: vr(r,θ , t) and vθ (r,θ , t) respectively. The
time-averaged azimuthal velocity, vθ , is uniform along the annu-
lus circumference as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The color map overlaid
on each fluorescence image shows values of vθ above 0.2 µm/s,
so regions with negligible velocity remain colorless for a better
contrast. vθ only depends on the radial position across the chan-
nel width, with an apparent slow-down towards the walls. We
call this regime the transport state.
For wider annuli, typically 80 < w < 200 µm, the flow pattern is
less stable in time [Fig. 1 (b)]. Transport may be observed for a
while, before breaking down into a chaotic regime. Occasionally
the symmetry breaks again, such that transport and chaos never
cease to compete over time. The transition between both states
occurs randomly, each of them persisting from a few seconds to
minutes before breaking down. In this particular state, that we
will refer to as the switching state, the transport chirality changes
randomly between two turbulent phases.
Above 200µm, the flows are essentially chaotic rendering turbu-
lent-like currents. As shown in the overlaid color map in Fig. 1 (c),
vθ is less than 0.2 µm s−1 everywhere around the annulus. Ex-
perimental videos of the transport (Movie S1), switching (Movie
S2) and turbulent (Movie S3) states are available in the Supple-
mentary Information.
In order to assess the role of the mean curvature of the annular
channels, we have compared the flow profiles of concentric chan-
nels whose inner radii span the range 150 - 800 µm and width
60 µm (Fig. S2). All the channels exhibit the transport state, with
velocity profiles that are equivalent, within error bars, indicating
that the mean channel curvature plays a subdominant role in the
system.
Given the observed rotational invariance of the velocity in the
transport state, we eliminate the azimuthal dependence by com-
puting the average tangential velocity profile ut(r̃) = 〈vθ 〉θ (r̃ de-
notes the scaled radial coordinate). The resulting data yields a
symmetric convex profile, with maximum velocity at the center of
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Fig. 1 Active flows confined in annuli. Panels a-c are composed of a fluorescence micrograph of the confined active nematic on the left half, and the
intensity map of the time-averaged azimuthal component of the velocity on the right half. Images are overlapped with a black mask around the region
of interest, for a better visualization. The lower limit of the colormap is set to 0.2 µm s−1 such that regions with negligible velocity remain colorless for a
better contrast (specially in panel (c)). The annuli widths are (a) 60 µm (b) 160 µm, and (c) 200 µm. Scale bars: 100 µm. (d) Time-averaged profile of the
velocity tangential to the walls, ut(r̃) = 〈vθ 〉θ , as a function of the normalized radial coordinate r̃ = (r−Ri)/(Ro−Ri), where Ri and Ro denote the annulus
inner and outer radius, respectively. (e) Mean global speed, V , and azimuthal velocity, V t , as a function of annulus width (see text for corresponding
definitions). Error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the measurements with time.
the annulus cross-section (see Fig. 1 (d)). Previous simulations58
have predicted the emergence of a Poiseuille profile. A parabolic
fit to the experimental data is proposed in Fig. S1(b). The equa-
tion of the fit has the form ut = u0 · r̃(1− r̃) with u0 = 18 µm.s−1.
The agreement with the experimental flow profile is satisfactory
around the center of the cross-section. However, the Poiseuille
profile seriously underestimates the velocity at the walls (slip ve-
locity). While simulations imposed a no-slip boundary condi-
tion58, in our experiment there seems to be low friction at the
walls, as evidenced by the linear shear flow profile observed in
earlier experiments with narrow rectangular channels44.
To quantify how much of the active flow is devoted to trans-
port, we compute two space independent observables, V (t) =
〈v(r,θ , t)〉Ω and Vt(t) = 〈vθ (r,θ , t)〉Ω, which are the mean total
velocity and the mean azimuthal velocity, respectively, averaged
in space. The contribution to transport is given by the ratio
q(t) = Vt/V . For a series of experiments [Fig. S1(c)], this pa-
rameter fluctuates around 0.8 in the transport regime, around
0.3 with large fluctuations in the switching state, and becomes
noisy with vanishing transport in the turbulent state. By plotting
the time-averaged velocities V t , the decay of active transport with
the channel width becomes clear (Fig. 1(e)) despite an apparent
increase of the mean speed V .
The observed symmetry breaking can be more readily quanti-
fied in the form a scalar flow-order parameter, denoted Ŝ, whose
values are bounded between -1 and +1. The value of Ŝ is ob-
tained from kymographs of intensity profiles along a circumfer-
ence at the center of the annulus, as explained in the Methods
section and in Fig. 2 (a-f), providing an alternative description of
the transport regime. According to our definition, Ŝ = +1 (resp.
Ŝ = −1) denotes an ideal clockwise CW (resp. counter-clockwise
CCW) transport current, while values close to zero correspond to
the turbulent state. Typical evolutions of Ŝ(t) for different chan-
nel widths are displayed in Fig. 2(g). In the transport state, Ŝ
remains very close to 1 with little fluctuations. On the contrary,
Ŝ fluctuates dramatically in the switching and turbulent states,
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Fig. 2 Flow order in the switching state. (a) Fluorescence micrograph of an active nematic confined in a 160µm-wide annulus. The pixel line used
to construct the kymographs of the annulus dynamics is overlaid in green. The image is overlapped with a black mask around the annulus, for a better
visualization.(b) Kymograph of the fluorescence intensity profile along the ring in (a). (c) Typical FFT image during clockwise transport. The stripes
with a negative slope in the time series result in a bright band with a negative slope in the FFT. (d) Typical FFT image during the turbulent phase.
The intensity is uniform in all directions. (e) Typical FFT image during counter-clockwise transport. (f) Flow order parameter Ŝ as a function of time
compared with the PIV measurement of the azimuthal velocity for a 160µm wide annulus in the switching state. Ŝ compares the integrated intensity of
the FFT image between the top-right and bottom right quadrants. Ŝ =+1 (resp. Ŝ =−1) corresponds to clockwise CW (resp. counter-clockwise CCW)
flows (see Experimental Section). (g) Time evolution of Ŝ, for different channel widths.
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Fig. 3 Defect polarization in the active nematic annular flow. Pos-
itive defects positions and orientations are detected as described in the
Methods section. Defect orientations are then projected onto the local
azimuthal direction (angle ϕ in (a)). (a) Fluorescence micrograph of an
active nematic confined in a 80 µm annulus. The image is overlapped
with a black mask around the region of interest, for a better visualization.
Positive defects positions and orientations are overlaid. (b) Azimuthal po-
lar order of positive defects, Pθ =< cosϕ > as a function of time, for four
different annuli width. See Methods for details on the computation of Pθ .
with frequent drops towards Ŝ = 0, characteristic of an absence of
transport. Typically, events of transport are associated to values
of |Ŝ|> 0.5.
As usually observed in active nematics, flows are largely corre-
lated with the organization of positive defects10 (Fig. 3). For all
but the widest annuli, positive defects acquire a remarkable po-
lar order, denoted Pθ (t), measured along the azimuthal direction
(Pθ (t) =< cosϕ(t) > where < . > denotes the average over the
defect population a time t, see Methods), as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
Pθ (t) fluctuates in time about a well-defined mean value, which
is largest for the narrowest annuli (Fig. 3 (b)). The distribution
of orientations, displayed in Fig. S3 (a) gives a clear signature of
polar order, with a high peak in the azimuthal direction (ϕ = 0).
Interestingly, we also notice two minor peaks along the radial di-
rection, that correspond to the radial approaching of positive de-
fects towards the wall, a mechanism that seems to protect defects
from annihilation.
The directional interactions between positive defects and walls
described above open new possibilities to control active flows
through "smart" geometrical confinement, where the geometry of
the micro-device would be pre-designed to induce a well defined
flow pattern. For instance, in the transport state, a simple way
to break the chiral symmetry without altering the topology of the
channels consists in using square tracks and imposing a symmet-
ric arrangement of indentations at either side of each of the four
corners (see Fig. S4). This minor intervention suffices to control
the chirality of the flow, either CW (indentation located to the
right of the corner) or CCW (indentation located to the left of the
corner).
2.3 Cross-talks between flows and order in connected annuli
In the previous section, we studied the evolution of active flows
confined to elementary annuli, i.e. g = 1 handlebodies. We now
explore the effect of more complex topologies, first by studying
g = 2 handlebodies, where two annular channels are connected
with increasing degrees of overlapping (see Fig. 4). The width of
each annular channel is fixed at w = 80µm, at the transition be-
tween transport and switching states. This dynamically rich flow
regime enables to observe that the normally random and uncorre-
lated switching events in each annulus become synchronized, and
that this process is mediated by the formation of a stable defect
structure in the overlapping region.
For the smallest overlap (Fig. 4 (a)), flows and defect land-
scapes behave very similarly to isolated annular channels. The
flow order parameter (Fig. 4 (b)) reveals that annulus number 2
(red line) has a persistent CW transport, while annulus number
1 (blue line) is in the switching state. This is a clear evidence
that active flows are not synchronised. The flow patterns (Fig.
4 (c)) do not give any sign of interpenetration between the two
annuli. Finally, the defect distribution shows an accumulation of
negative defects close to the walls and a higher concentration of
positive defects at the center (Fig. 4 (d)), which is a sign of the
confinement-induced defect unbinding reported for the case of
rectangular channels44.
On the contrary, in the case of the largest overlap (Fig. 4 (e)),
the values of the flow order parameter in both annular channels
(Fig. 4 (f)) are perfectly anti-correlated. This tendency to rotate
with opposite chirality is necessary to preserve the continuity of
the velocity field in the overlapping region, and has also been
reported in interacting bacterial vortices30. This anti-correlation
is persistent within episodic switching bursts in which the order
parameter Ŝ changes in a symmetric and synchronized fashion in
the two coupled annuli. The corresponding flow pattern (Fig. 4
(g)) features an interesting top-down symmetry breaking. The
bright yellow spot located below the cusp connecting the annuli
is the signature of a strong jet of active material from that cusp
towards the center. On both sides of the cusp one can also notice
two blue spots that are the signature of stagnation points in the
flow field. These stagnation points are attributed to recirculation
vortices on each side of the jet.
The case of intermediate overlap (Fig. 4 (i)) suggests the
existence of an intricate coupling between defects and flow
patterns. The flow order parameter (Fig. 4 (j)) gives evidence
of anti-correlations between the flow regimes in the two annuli.
However, one can also observe that the average value of Ŝ,
below 0.5, is significantly lower than either in less overlapping
or more overlapping annular channels. As a matter of fact, the
dynamics in this configuration is mostly turbulent, with no sign
of transport. In spite of this, the flow pattern (Fig. 4 (k)) appears
strikingly regular, with 5 equidistant stagnation points centered
in the intersection region and 2 jets located at either cusp of
the g = 2 handlebody. Similarly, defect distributions are also
very well organised (Fig. 4 (l)). Negative defects concentrate at
two locations along the main axis of the g = 2 handlebody (blue
dotted circles). On the other hand, positive defects concentrate
in the vicinity of the top and bottom cusps (green dotted circles).
Remarkably, there is an apparent topological protection of the
center of symmetry of the g = 2 handlebody, which is defect-free
at all times. Instead, this region features a thick active bundle
oriented parallel to the main axis of the g = 2 handlebody.
Apparently, jets coming from the facing cusps align the active
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Fig. 4 Active flows in annuli connected in a genus two handlebody design. (a, e, i) Fluorescence micrographs of 80 µm wide annuli connected
side by side, for various inter-center distance D. (a)D/2Ro = 0.97 (e)D/2Ro = 0.8. Images are overlapped with a black mask around the region of interest,
for a better visualization. (i) D/2Ro = 0.94 (b, f, j) Flow order parameter as a function of time for each annulus in (a, e, i) connected annuli. Scale bars:
100 µm. (c, g, k) Local speed averaged over time at the center of (a, e, i). (d, h, l) Overlay of positive (green) and negative (blue) defects positions at
the center of (a, e, i) connected annuli. The overlay comprises detections over 600 frames.
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material in this area, rendering defect crossing rather unlikely.
The corresponding dynamics are observable in Movie S4. This
scenario points to the existence of a cross-talk between singulari-
ties in co-evolving fields, velocity and nematic orientation in this
case. This principle was recently raised by Giomi et al. in a study
of passive liquid crystals forced through microfluidic channels62,
where the geometry of the channels led to the stabilisation
of topological defects that were not energetically favoured.
The scenario presented here is an active analogue, where the
flows are not directly prescribed, but rather emerging from the
coupling between the activity of the anisotropic material and the
geometry and topology of the microfluidic device.
The above flow patterns can be reconstructed from the super-
position of the ideal flow fields around individual defects, as de-
rived by Giomi et al.63. From the outcome of defect tracking
displayed in Fig. 4 (l), we have computed an average local topo-
logical charge, T = 1/2(Npos−Nneg)/Nf, where Npos (resp. Nneg)
is the total number of positive (resp. negative) defects detected at
a given location for a period of time, and N f is the total number
of analyzed images. The resulting topological landscape (Fig. 5
(a)) confirms the charge localization seen in the experiments and
corresponding velocity maps (Fig. 5 (b)). In the model, the spots
of positive (resp. negative) charges are chosen as flow "sources",
that generate the theoretical flow pattern of a positive (resp. neg-
ative) defect (Fig. 5 (c)). Although this "toy model" neglects
interaction between flow sources, it is useful as a means to un-
derstand the interplay between flow and orientational fields. The
acceleration areas in the cusp are efficiently recovered, as well
as the stagnation points, although the latter appear more spread
out. Note that in the representation of the computed flow fields
(Fig. 5 (d)), the overlaying mask of the g = 2 handlebody is only
illustrative, and no boundary conditions are imposed in the cal-
culations.
2.4 Frustated topology with a genus 3 topology
In this section, we investigate how the active nematic flows re-
spond to geometric frustration. In the case of the g = 2 handle-
body, we have seen that the degrees of freedom in the flow are
already more constrained than in the case of isolated annuli: the
transport chiralities in both annular channels are necessarily anti-
synchronized in order to minimise the friction forces within the
connecting area, as shown in Fig. 4 (e). Despite a decrease in
the degrees of freedom, transport was topologically allowed in
all annuli. This is no longer true in the case of the g = 3 han-
dlebody geometry shown in Fig. 6 (a). In this geometry, the
third annular channel is connected to the other two. To get anti-
synchronized with both of them, the circulation inside the third
channel needs to be CW and CWW at the same time, which is not
possible, leading to frustration. The transport dynamics in each
annular channel, presented in Fig. 6 (b), shows strong evidence
of frustration. At time t = 0, annuli number 2 (red line) and 3
(green line) are anti-correlated, with the first one rotating CW
and the second one CCW. On the other hand, annulus number
1 (blue line) is in a turbulent regime. This state is not stable in
Fig. 5 Cross-talk between stagnation points in active flow and de-
fect orientation. (a) Overlay of the local average topological charge
T at the center of two connected annuli with an inter-center distance
D/2Ro=0.94. Regions with higher negative (resp. positive) topological
charge are highlighted in blue (resp. red). Images are overlapped with
a black mask around the region of interest, for a better visualization. (b)
Corresponding velocity map. The speed has been normalized to 1 for
simplicity. Dark blue spots are the signature of stagnation points, while
bright yellow spots correspond to the regions with highest velocities. (c)
Schematic reconstruction of the flow pattern. We superimpose the theo-
retical flow fields generated by two positive (top) and two negative (bot-
tom) defects located at the positions defined in (a). See Methods section
for the expression of the flow fields. (d) The resulting flow field both cap-
tures the stagnation points and the accelerated areas close to the pos-
itive defects. The mask overlay (black regions) does not correspond to
any boundary condition imposed in the computation.
time as it enters in a CW motion around t = 100 s. Interestingly, at
the same time the flow order in annulus 2 dramatically drops to
0. Therefore, at time t = 200 s annuli 1 and 3 are anti-correlated,
and annulus 2 is turbulent. Eventually, around t = 300 s, the an-
nulus 2 enters a CCW rotation, while the flow order in annulus
3 drops to 0. Such a process of alternating pair anti-correlations
is not exclusive, and temporary events of transport in all annuli
are sometimes observed (at times around t = 500 s in this partic-
ular experiment). Yet, the results suggest that the emerging flow
pattern tends to favour two counter-rotating annuli facing a tur-
bulent one. In other words, the system behaves as if frustration
was accumulated in either of the three annuli, and exchanged
over time. Such an intricate flow coupling requires further inves-
tigation. In particular, the time scale between the frustration ex-
changes could give information on what triggers the transitions.
The corresponding dynamics is available in movie S5.
3 Conclusions
In this work, we have demonstrated that confining a two-
dimensional active nematic to a closed network of micro-channels
allows us to transform the chaotic flows of the active material into
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Fig. 6 Active flows in annuli connected in a genus three handlebody platform. (a) Three connected annuli of 80µm width with D/2Ro = 0.83.
The image is overlapped with a black mask around the region of interest, for a better visualization. Scale bar: 100 µm. (b) Flow order parameter as a
function of time for each annulus in the assembled geometry.
controlled directional flows. The symmetry breaking observed
in annuli, responsible for the transition between the chaotic and
transport regimes, seems to stem from a complex coupling be-
tween the orientational (or defect) field and the flow field. On the
one hand, the flow patterns spontaneously (and randomly) tran-
sit to directed transport. One the other hand, topological defects
acquire a strong polar order, reminiscent of polar flocking. Cur-
rently, we cannot establish how both symmetry breaking events
are related. One possibility is to invoke a polar flocking transi-
tion of the self-propelled positive defects, which would suggest
that elastic interactions between defects favour a polar alignment
that necessarily leads to directed flows. In this case, the symme-
try breaking would originate away from the walls. Another pos-
sibility is a spontaneous hydrodynamic symmetry breaking un-
related to the nematic order, and which could transiently align
the positive defect population. For example, a hydrodynamic
source of symmetry breaking could be the emergence of edge cur-
rents, which are essential to understand bacterial vortices30,64.
Although these currents are driven by the thinnest layer of bac-
teria directly in contact with the walls, they completely deter-
mine the handedness of the bulk vortex. The importance of the
walls in bulk active flows has also been raised in Ref39 and we
have seen, in our experiments with active nematic layers, that the
transport handedness can be controlled by small alterations of the
wall properties (see Fig. S4).
The stabilisation of high charge topological defects in microflu-
idic devices has been reported for passive nematic liquid crys-
tals, by generating hydrodynamic stagnation points of different
topological charges at the center of star shaped microfluidic junc-
tions62. In this work, we show that this idea can be extended to
active systems, as demonstrated with g = 2 and g = 3 handlebody
microchannels. A fundamental difference is that, here, the cou-
pling between topological defects in the flow and orientational
fields is spontaneously induced by the activity of the system and
its interaction with the boundaries. More intricate flow patterns
and dynamical states are expected to arise in larger microfluidic
networks of connected annuli, as exemplified here for the case
of g = 3 handlebodies, where anti-synchronisation and frustra-
tion come to play. These results uncover the richness of active
topological microfluidics, paving the way for the design of fully
autonomous fluid circuits capable to perform complex tasks with-
out external driving.
4 Materials and Methods
4.1 Protein preparation
Microtubules (MTs) were polymerized from heterodimeric (ζ ,β)-
tubulin from bovine brain [a gift from Z. Dogic’s group at Bran-
deis University (Waltham, MA)], incubated at 37◦C for 30 min in
aqueous M2B buffer (80 mM Pipes, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2)
prepared with Milli-Q water. The mixture was supplemented
with the reducing agent dithiothrethiol (DTT) (Sigma; 43815)
and with guanosine-5-[(ζ ,β)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMPCPP)
(Jena Biosciences; NU-405), a slowly hydrolysable analog of the
biological nucleotide guanosine-5́-triphosphate (GTP) that com-
pletely suppresses the dynamic instability of the polymerized
tubulin. GMPCPP enhances spontaneous nucleation of MTs, ob-
taining high-density suspensions of short MTs (1–2 µm). For flu-
orescence microscopy, 3% of the tubulin was labeled with Alexa
647. Drosophila melanogaster heavy-chain kinesin-1 K401-BCCP-
6His (truncated at residue 401, fused to biotin carboxyl car-
rier protein (BCCP), and labeled with six histidine tags) was ex-
pressed in Escherichia coli using the plasmid WC2 from the Gelles
Laboratory (Brandeis University) and purified with a nickel col-
umn. After dialysis against 500 mM imidazole aqueous buffer,
kinesin concentration was estimated by means of absorption spec-
troscopy. The protein was stored in a 60% (wt/vol) aqueous su-
crose solution at −80◦C for future use.
4.2 Imaging
Images were acquired using a Nikon spinning disk confocal micro-
scope coupled to an Andor Zyla 4.2MP sCMOS camera. Typical
videos were acquired with and exposure time of 500 ms at a frame
rate of 2 fps.
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Fig. 7 Experimental Setup. (a) Sketch of a grid design in the case of annuli experiments. Six annuli with equal inner radius Ri and varying outer
radius Ro are printed onto the same grid. In order to attach the inner disks to the grid, four overhangs per annulus are added on top of the grid. These
overhangs have not been displayed here for more clarity. (b) Classification of assembled annuli in terms of the genus number. (c) Sketch of the detailed
design of an annulus, showing the overhangs in top and side views. (c) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a grid containing six Figures of
8. The picture is taken from the top with a small tilt allowing to clearly visualize the overhangs. In order to reduce the printing time and lighten the grid,
additional disks have also been included around the figures of 8. Scale bar: 500 µm.
4.3 Grid Manufacturing
The grids are printed using a two-photon polymerization printer,
a Nanoscribe GT Photonic Professional device, with a negative-
tone photoresist IP-S (Nanoscribe GmbH, Germany) and a 25×
objective. The grids were directly printed on silicon substrates
without any preparation to avoid adhesion of the resist to the
substrate (plasma cleaner of the substrate, for example, would
increase the adhesion). After developping 30 minutes in Propy-
lene Glycol Monomethyl Ether Acetate (PGMEA 99,5%, Sigma
Aldrich) and 5 minutes in isopropanol (Technical, VWR), a batch
polymerization is performed with UV-exposure (5 min at 80% of
light power). After printing onto a silicon wafer, the grids are
bound to a vertical glass capillary with a UV-curable glue. The
capillary is then delicately manipulated to detach the grids from
the printing support. The grids are washed in three steps (iso-
propanol, DI water, ethanol) and dried with a nitrogen stream
before each experiment. The thickness of the grids is 100 µm,
to ensure good mechanical resistance. We have used grids with
a variable number of connected annuli, leading to three type of
micro-devices with different geometries and topologies: toroidal
(single annulus), figure of 8 (two connected annuli) and trefoil-
like (three connected annuli) as shown in (Fig. 7(a, b)). Three-
dimensional printed overhangs ensure the mechanical integrity of
the devices (Fig. 7(c, d)). In the case of single annuli, the inner
radius Ri was set to 150 µm. The outer radius was varied in order
to explore a range of width between 40 and 200 µm. In the case
of connected annuli, both Ri and Ro were set so that the width
was kept at 80 µm. This choice is justified by the fact that such
a width corresponds to the transition between directed transport
and switching states, ensuring rich dynamics. Each grid contains
multiple geometries, typically six at a time as shown in Fig. 7(d),
in such a way that simultaneous experiments can be performed
with the same active nematic preparation, thus ensuring that ma-
terial parameters remain unchanged when comparing different
confinement conditions. The micropatterning has a resolution of
around 50 nm, much higher than the needs of the experiment. The
boundary conditions also appear to be well defined. We never ob-
serve microtubules sticking to the wall. As shown by the flow
profiles measured in the shear state, the shear profile extends up
to the wall, attesting for a free slip boundary condition. The grids
are 100 µm thick, while the thickness of the active nematic layer
is of the order of a few microns. When the grid comes to the
interface, we observe that the bound interface tends to lie some-
where between the top and bottom of the grid. When the grid
impacts the interface, uncontrolled flows may destabilize the ac-
tive nematic layer. These flows mostly depend on the parallelism
between the micro-device and the fluid interface when they come
into contact, but also on the wetting properties of the grid. The
parallelism is relatively easy to control with micro-screw adjust-
ment. On the other hand, the wetting properties of the grid are
still under scrutiny. In our experience, the surface of the grids de-
teriorates after the first use, therefore the samples are considered
single-use.
4.4 Active Gel preparation
Biotinylated kinesin motor protein and tetrameric streptavidin
(Invitrogen; 43-4301) aqueous suspensions were incubated on
ice for 30 min at the specific stoichiometric ratio 2:1 to obtain
kinesin–streptavidin motor clusters. MTs were mixed with the
motor clusters that acted as cross-linkers, and with ATP (Sigma;
A2383) that drove the activity of the gel. The aqueous dispersion
contained a nonadsorbing polymeric agent (PEG, 20 kDa; Sigma;
95172) that promoted the formation of filament bundles through
depletion. To maintain a constant concentration of ATP during
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the experiments, an enzymatic ATP-regenerator system was used,
consisting on phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) (Sigma; P7127) that
fueled pyruvate kinase/lactate dehydrogenase (PK/LDH) (Invit-
rogen; 434301) to convert ADP back into ATP. Several antioxidant
components were also included in the solution to avoid protein
denaturation, and to minimize photobleaching during character-
ization by means of fluorescence microscopy. Anti-oxydant solu-
tion 1 (AO1) contained 15 mg/mL glucose and 2.5M DTT. Anti-
oxidant solution 2 contained 10 mg/mL glucose oxydase (Sigma
G2133) and 1.75 mg/mL catalase (Sigma, C40). Trolox (Sigma,
238813) was used as an additional anti-oxidant. A high-salt con-
centration solution M2B was used to raise the MgCl2 concentra-
tion. The PEG-based triblock copolymer surfactant Pluronic F-127
(Sigma; P-2443) was added to procure a biocompatible water/oil
interface in subsequent steps. Buffer for stock solutions of PEP,
DTT, ATP, PEG and Streptavidin was M2B, and we added 20 mM
of K2HPO4 to the buffer of Catalase, Glucose, Glucose Oxydase
and Trolox. A typical recipe is summarized in Table 1.
Compound Stock solution v/Vtotal
PEG 12 % w/vol 0.139
PEP 200 mM 0.139
High-salt M2B 69 mM MgCl2 0.05
Trolox 20 mM 0.104
ATP 50 mM 0.03
Catalase 3.5 mg.ml−1 0.012
Glucose 300 mg.ml−1 0.012
Glucose Oxydase 20 mg.ml−1 0.012
PK/LDH 600−1000 units.ml−1 0.03
DTT 0.5 M 0.012
Streptavidin 0.352 mg.ml−1 0.023
Kinesin 0.07 mg.ml−1 0.234
Microtubules 6 mg.ml−1 0.167
Pluronic 17 % 0.027
Table 1 Composition of all stock solutions, and their volume fraction in
the final mixture.
4.5 Defect detection
Statistical information on defect position and defect orientation
(Fig. 3 and Fig. S3 ) was obtained using the defect detection and
tracking Matlab codes developed by Ellis et al.40, coupled with a
custom-made direction detection Matlab code derived from Vro-
mans and Giomi’s method65. PIV measurements in Fig. S1 were
performed using ImageJ PIV plugin66. The data were then pro-
cessed using custom Matlab codes.
4.6 Azimuthal polar order
The averaged < cosϕ(t)> in Fig. 3 is computed at a given time t
from all the positive defects detected in the annulus for a sliding
window of 20 time steps. Statistics are obtained from a video of
600 frames at 2 frames/s. The average number of defects per frame
was 18. The average lifetime of a given defect track was 40 frames.
As a consequence, the number of independent defects in the
statistics Ni is estimated around Ni ∼ 600/40× 18 = 270 defects.
A more detailed statistical analysis of the distribution of defect
orientations ϕ is displayed in Fig. S3.
4.7 Flow-order parameter Ŝ
For each frame, we select the pixels located at the center of the an-
nulus (green line) in Fig. 2 (a). This pixel ring is then unwrapped
to a 360-pixel line, where the intensity of pixel θ ∈ [0,360] is equal
to the average intensity of the pixels located between the angles
θ and θ + 1 around the ring. This process is repeated at each
time frame, and the results are stacked on a time-series image as
shown in Fig. 2 (b). As the active nematics moves, the fluores-
cence intensity patterns follow the positions of the microtubules.
If the active nematics is in a transport state at time t, the intensity
gradients in the time series image will exhibit stripes, whose slope
(negative of positive) gives information on the handedness of the
rotation (clockwise or anti-clockwise). The symmetry breaking
is visualised by computing the FFT of the time series image at
times [t−∆t, t +∆t] with ∆t = 20s. ∆t needs to be large enough
to actually capture spatio-temporal dynamics, and small enough
to get a suitable time resolution. A typical FFT image for clock-
wise transport is shown in Fig. 2 (c). If we notice that the FFT
image is symmetric with respect to its center, we can now divide
it in 4 panels, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 (f). The top-left
panel is symmetrical to the bottom-right one, and the bottom-left
panel is symmetrical to the top-right one. As a consequence, all
the information is available in the top-right and bottom-right pan-
els. Looking at the FFT image for a clockwise transport in Fig. 2
(c) one notices that the intensity of the bottom-right panel, I− is
higher than the intensity in the top-right panel, I+. We define Ŝ





. Therefore, positive (resp. negative) values of Ŝ cor-
responds to clockwise CW (resp. counter-clockwise CCW) flows.
The closer to | Ŝ |= 1, the stronger the symmetry breaking. Typ-
ically, | Ŝ |= 0.5 already corresponds to highly directional flows,
while when | Ŝ |= 0.2 the flow is considered chaotic.
4.8 Computed flow fields
Positive and negative defects have been proven to generate flow























R− r)sin2φ + R
5
sin4φ ]ŷ.
We have computed these flow patterns in Matlab setting α12η = 1
and R = 0.8. The half-width of the constructed images corre-
sponds to r = 1. We have then placed each source at a distance
d = 0.4 from the image center. The flow fields have been rotated
in order to account for the observed orientation of the defects.
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